THINKING WITH DRINKING
The socio-political role of the symposium in fifth-century Athens is important background to our study, but there is less evidence for it than for the earlier period. The formal symposium seems to have belonged largely to the wealthier classes,20 but was not necessarily perceived as inimical to the democracy. The clubs / symposia21 were probably not primarily political institutions: 'even the hetaireia or the synomosia spent most of its time engaged in sympotic actions, and it was out of these that its political activities "in law cases and contests for office" ( Aristophanes' evidence is somewhat problematic. Murray suggests that Philocleon's ignorance of sympotic behaviour25 in Wasps shows that 'to the ... audience, the symposion is an alien world of licence and misbehaviour'.26 But the situation is ambiguous: Bdelycleon can call on the slave to prepare the deipnon, tva cKat l?e0cT)(0ol?V 5ti1 XP6vou) ('so we can get drunk at last', 1252), which suggests sympotic activity was not unknown in that house. A household where an old father knew little of the symposium unlike his more sophisticated son is imaginable, but also at least odd, and the scene may be less a realistic description than a device to foreground crucial oppositions in the play. There is a similar problem with Strepsiades' symposium in Clouds, because of the difficulty of gauging his socio-economic position. Nonetheless, if poorer people spent little time sympotically, the frequency of sympotic imagery in drama suggests familiarity with its features,27 and in Aristophanes the symposium is not associated exclusively with any particular social class.
There will be no simple 'totalising' answer to the question of the role of the symposium in Aristophanes: it appears to be an institution that, in whole or in parts, can perform a variety of functions, both structural and analytical. If one had to summarise, one could say that the basic function of the sympotic codes is to chart and so allow evaluation of changes in the comic world, via a shift from abnormal or non-existent sympotic practice to normal activity. It is as if the natural state of a peaceful and ordered world is an ordered symposium, and the status of characters is indicated through the morality enshrined in sympotic practice: the criterion for judgement is an idealised sympotic practice of balance and restraint, which obviously was not reflected in all actual symposia. At the same time, there are cases where the symposium has less of a normative function and becomes problematic in its own right. For convenience therefore, we shall, perhaps arbitrarily, divide the plays into those where the symposium is involved in analysing social questions and those where it deals with war; in each group there is a play where its function is more complex than in the others. Finally, Ecclesiazusae will allow some reflections on the use of the symposium in comedy generally.
II. SYMPOSIUM AND SOCIETY

Clouds
In the following plays, the symposium is used in various ways to chart the state of relationships, within an oikos or within the polis. In Clouds, abuse of sympotic practice marks the error of Strepsiades' ways, and his return to the straight and narrow involves correct perceptions about things sympotic. In Slaves drinking sympotically is anomalous, and the anomaly is greater, first because Demosthenes' repeated demands37 for neat wine mean more goes down his throat than was customary at such libations, and secondly because he is drinking alone.38 Gods might enjoy solitary symposia, as they do regularly on vases, and Heracles does so in Alcestis 747-72, but even Euripides' Cyclops finds it strange that he should not share his wine with his brothers.39 Amongst mortals, the monophagos was an oddity, and such individual 'symposia' hardly counted as proper occasions.40 Sympotic imagery recurs through the play,41 but we pass to its next major structural occurrence, where Demos presides 'on the Pnyx' over the contest of gifts proffered by Sausage Seller and Paphlagon. It is through a symposium that Demos' restoration to his better past is effected. He still dines alone, but things have improved now that the tyrannical Paphlagon has been challenged by a potential saviour, and the slaves have returned to their function as servants. The final stage will be reached only when Demos is himself reintegrated into proper social living. At 1161 ff., the gifts become ones to do with food.42 A chair and table are brought out, and, as Neil noted, 'they set out food in something like the natural order of a dinner':43 soup and bread are followed by fish and meat; the similar pattern in the second part of Wasps may be compared. Then the ultimate victor brings the wine (1187), 'mixed three to two', a recommended measure for the symposium, and ths is followed immediately by the tragemata, a rich cake and a hare. It is at this moment when deipnon becomes symposium that the Sausage Seller has the idea of the crucial theft of the hare, and finally triumphs by demonstrating that his 'dinner-box' is empty because he has given everything to Demos. trcavta y6fp aot Z7op?('6pouv ('I put all before you', 1215), he says, using the verb regularly employed of the tragemata.44 Paphlagon's unsympotic behaviour in not sharing his food (1218-
23)45 brings his downfall, and the garland passes to his rival (1227-8).46
The chorus then dilates on improper and disordered habits at Philocleon is instructed how to take up a song from his neighbour, or to reply suitably to a quotation given by another. After the practice, a real meal is prepared (1250-2) and they leave for dinner at Philoctemon's.64 Philocleon's behaviour at the dinner (1299-1325) is that of one who breaks all the conventions of civilised sympotic behaviour. He defeats all attempts to control him by sympotic jesting, and having removed the torch and flute-girl sets off drunkenly on an especially rowdy solo komos, where violence is offered to passers-by.65
The question remains of how this sympotic ending relates to the theme of law-courts and justice, which has been central to the first two-thirds of the play. The symposium is thus again structural to the whole play. After the slaves' symposium has marked the abnormality in the oikos, two comastic scenes frame the main action of the play and prompt comparison between themselves. The first ends in ignominious defeat for the comasts, the second in scorn for and apparent freedom from the laws. The latter may represent the triumph of the 'little man', but from a polis perspective is less attractive, and the spectator is left to ponder whether, despite the fact that the Attic wasp is as little controllable in court as in a symposium, the legal processes of the city may not be better served by the harsh frugality of the former 'comasts' than by the sympotic excesses of a few real ones.
III. SYMPOSIUM AND WAR
In three plays, the restoration of peace is articulated through the restoration of sympotic enjoyment. In archaic art and literature, the symposium is both complementary to war67 and opposed to it.68 In comedy, the two are usually opposed: the symposiast fighting for his particular cause alongside his companions from the drinking group is no longer a dominant aspect of social existence, and the symposium comes to symbolise the liberation from war for everyone. The opposition is seen at its simplest in Peace, which does not need detailed analysis. (I will never receive Polemus into my house, nor will he ever sing the 'Harmodius' scolion as he lies beside me, because he is a violent drunkard. He came on a komos to us when we had plenty, and behaved abysmally: he turned things over, scattered them about, and brawled, and when I invited him more than once to 'drink, lie down, take this loving-cup', he started to burn the vine-props in the fire all the more, and spill the wine violently from our vines).
The effect of war on Greece is represented in sympotic terms, and Polemus' banishment from society is reflected in his banishment from the symposium for refusing to respect its decorum or to perform its traditional acts. Polemus' burning of the vine-props and destruction of the wine of advanced age;124 the komos offered opportunities for self indulgence, especially it seems for the younger members. All of this must now change, so that women and especially older women have their due: as in Lysistrata, sexual and political control is accompanied by sympotic control, as Praxagora becomes the city's symposiarch.
One might wonder too whether the end of Ecclesiazusae does not reflect upon comedy's use of this convenient closural technique and the implied assumption that the symposium is an unproblematic metaphor for idealised existence. Lysistrata seemed aware of the improbability of its final symposium, and here too the symposium is proposed as the structure of a utopia, but its implementation acknowledges the problems involved. The institutions of the symposium seem inadequate: reversed to fit the new political reality, they may offer a vision of endless vinous bliss but also involve sexual inversions that threaten the fabric of society. The symposium cannot become a model for society without changing itself to fit its new function and context, and these changes render it in many ways unlike its original form.
It was the function of the symposium under the gaze of Dionysus to pose questions to the drinker about his behaviour and nature. Comedy too posed questions to the audience in a similar way,"25 and used grotesque masked figures as did the sympotic vessels.'26 At the same time, Comedy may be said, especially in Ecclesiazusae, to put questions to the symposium itself. The equality of drinkers round the krater may not be a bad model for a democracy and sympotic activity may have its attractions, but essentially symposia are private celebrations which, while they may be employed to symbolise a political ideal in various ways, do not offer a practical solution to unsatisfactory political circumstances. Dionysus may pose questions to the city through comedy, but his characteristic symposia, so often employed by Dionysiac comedy, do not necessarily give answers. 
